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Britain Pushes Russia To War
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The Nation of Britain, led by some of the most vicious and Evil leaders in history, has pushed Russia to the limit.
They are attempting to do everything in their power to start a full scale nuclear conflict - everything.
Ukrainian warships fired on by a Russia coast guard ship minutes ago:
Russia seizes three Ukrainian boats, two wounded; Poroshenko gathers Military Cabinet | UNIAN
1) Over the last few weeks these British (Led by the Demon Possessed Queen’s Handlers) sent hundreds of Royal
Marines to the Ukraine to re-initiate their conflict with Russia.
2) Yesterday there White Helmets fired Chlorine Gas at the city of Allepo, Syria killing Russian Advisors there.
Remember - the Original Valley of Ar-meged-don as describer 1,500 years before Abraham.
3) The Brits also led an effort to create not only an Inter EU Intelligence group to harass the Russians but an Internal
Euro Army.
It is all being exposed - every bit of it. Names, addresses, actions - everything.
4) MI6 is also scrambling to stop President Trump from releasing information regarding the Fake Russian Collusion
Story set forth by MI6 and the Demoncratic Party - which will make everyone in the DNC and MI6 guilty of High
Treason.
5) A few hours ago 3 Ukrainian Ships rushed into Russian Waters pretending to “Invade.” Russia with Royal
Marines.
6) The EU High Council agreed to remove Britain from the EU in March - but in reality the plan calls for keeping
Briton in the EU. The Ruling Class of England has killed BREXIT and Theresa May is responsible.
7) Russia is now warning the Ruling Class in England to prepare for a retaliation to these violations of International
laws and the murders they just funded in Syria. The attempted Coup against Russian Leadership run by England a
few weeks ago we warned Moscow about weeks before it happened has not helped either.
8) Further - Russia has just allowed the Russian Rulers to conduct a First Strike with Nuclear weapons on Briton for
these provocations and chemical attacks in Syria.
It is getting pretty hot and it appears that both the leaders of Britain and Russia are demanding the beginning of this
Full Scale Nuclear Conflict to kill 7 Billion People.
IN OTHER NEWS
1) Black Friday Numbers indicate that it is a flop. We will know the full story on Monday.
2) A Molecular Biologist named Dr. Judy Mikovits was thrown into prison after she discovered that over 25 Million
Americans were purposely injected with a Retrovirus through Vaccines.
These retroviruses not only modify your DNA but they also spread form person to person.
In other words - BIG PHARMA is changing our DNA to make us dependant on their drugs.
This is beyond Treason. So where are the arrests?
Pray those in the Vaccine Industry are removed from Planet Earth immediately.
3) Over 30,000 French are rioting to get rid of the Illegally Elected Pervert President Macron and it is getting nasty.
4) In a 5G test in Hague Netherlands over 297 birds just dropped dead. 5G is meant to kill us - period.
Pray those initiating 5G are neutralized immediately.
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